“Every dude my mom knew was a gangbanger — my grandad, my pops, my stepdad. Those were my role models. I thought I knew myself, but I didn’t. Today I’m still growing and learning. The family you were born into is your biological family, but you have a spiritual family too.”

ANTHONY, TRAINEE

Now thriving in the 18-month Job Training program at Homeboy Industries, Anthony describes himself as a “humble giant.” That’s a fitting description for Homeboy Industries as well. Since our early days at Dolores Mission Parish, we’ve grown into a $16+ million organization with multiple social enterprises. Our campus takes up half a city block. Most importantly, we serve thousands of formerly gang-involved and previously incarcerated men and women with our 18-month program and free services.

Yet we are humbled each day by the adversity our clients have endured, and by the urgency of our mission. Humility is the knowledge that none of us is self-made; we break when our communities fail us, and it is only in community that we can regrow. We can share individual and collective success stories (see page 5 for some of our 2016 accomplishments), but when trying to explain what makes Homeboy Industries Homeboy Industries, we often find ourselves saying “Just come visit us.” Only by experiencing kinship with those our society has demonized can we begin to heal the wounds created by such divisions.

At our headquarters, you will discover what—or rather who—makes us who we are. Homeboy Industries is the young man who has traded the baggy uniform of his neighborhood for a college sweatshirt. Homeboy Industries is the woman who once taught her children to fight and now shows them how to be tender. Homeboy Industries is the volunteer who phones landlord after landlord, trying to help a client find an affordable apartment. Homeboy Industries is you, the person who supports us financially, who welcomes Homegirl Catering into your events, or shares our Thought of the Day videos on social media. Together we are stronger than the sum of our parts.

Warmly,

Fr. Greg Boyle, S.J.
Founder

Thomas Vozzo
CEO

WELCOME

COMMUNITY GROWS US FULLY INTO THE PEOPLE WE ARE MEANT TO BE.
The Story

Homeboy Industries was born out of necessity in Los Angeles, during what is sometimes called the Decade of Death (1988-1998). Gang violence was rampant—a thousand homicides a year. But where others saw hardened criminals, a Jesuit priest named Father Greg Boyle saw young people who had lost hope for a better life. He listened to them and gave them simple jobs around the church. Homeboy Industries is known as a job training organization, but it is the first tactic—the listening—that enables people to “discover the truth of who they are,” as Fr. Greg often says.

A former trainee named George, who is now part of our security team, recently described the internal change that Homeboy Industries’ combination of training, education, and therapeutic services facilitated in him.

“I never made goals, except to be the baddest person on the block,” George recalled. “I didn’t have role models to direct me on the right path. I lost my mother while I was in prison. I just recently forgave myself for that, with help from my therapist and my sponsor. Now I’m training to be a wild land firefighter, and I’m hungry for that.”

“Sticking around” is another way to describe what we do at Homeboy Industries. We model trusting relationships and provide a secure base of support in the form of case managers, therapists, employment counselors and, most importantly, other former gang members who can say with confidence “I’ve been there and I know what it’s like. I changed my life, and you can too.”

Stick around and you’ll see exciting developments at Homeboy Industries: new business growth, successful programs, and stories of a community healing itself one person at a time.
18-MONTH TRANSFORMATION

Most people, if they’re lucky, get 18 years to learn and grow in a safe environment before venturing out into the world. The men and women who come to Homeboy Industries typically did not have that luxury. They lived in survival mode, doing whatever was necessary to cope with abuse and neglect at home and violence in their communities. When they are accepted into our Job Training program, they are welcomed into learning a new way of life. It’s challenging, intense, and nothing short of transformative.

We provide intensive care management to ensure that trainees who are fresh from prison are seen and accepted, and that basic needs like food and housing are secure. Trainees participate in 20 hours per week of “work therapy,” or short work cycles that will familiarize them with new environments and relationships under the guidance of a workplace mentor.

Clients begin therapy to work through traumas and develop new narratives about their lives. They become more active participants in the Homeboy Industries community, increase work therapy hours, and take academic and life skills classes. Trainees begin meeting with employment counselors to plan for careers beyond Homeboy Industries.

Trainees begin classroom instruction and on-the-job training based on an individualized employment plan. As their futures take shape, staff and peer mentors provide extra support to combat feelings of unworthiness and anxiety that often arise during this phase. Now that trainees have a solid base of personal and professional skills, we facilitate interviews and internships, and help them cultivate a network of post-graduation support (alumni mentors, support groups, family, etc.).

Q&A WITH SHIRLEY TORRES
DIRECTOR OF RE-ENTRY SERVICES

Shirley Torres has worked with Homeboy Industries for 13 years, starting as a Release Counselor for girls coming out of detention camps, later as Director of Curriculum & Training, and most recently as Director of Re-entry Services.

Q: How has Homeboy Industries changed in the past decade? How has it stayed the same?

A: I came here during a time when Fr. Greg rolled up his sleeves and did everything from his desk. He was employment counselor, therapist, case manager, and crisis interventionist. It was like an emergency room where you treated the most visibly wounded and got them immediate relief. Hope was a job; it was the avenue to engage and build community and offer unconditional love. There was a sense of belonging and purpose. There were no formal service departments that really engaged gang members in taking a deeper dive. We knew everyone’s name, and we offered former gang members something they had never been afforded, not in their homes, not in their neighborhoods. It was a sanctuary where they could unpack their stories and take off their masks.

With the development of formal services, many homies started to see how employment at Homeboy Industries was more than a job. It was an invitation to stop chasing death and start choosing life. Healing became the goal. Now we’re like a hospital offering holistic care to those who have survived unimaginable early-childhood experiences. They have the courage to keep getting up every time they fall. And I am glad we receive them with a “no matter what-ness.”

continued on page 6
Q&A continued from page 5

Q: As part of the Executive Team, what leadership qualities are most important to you?
A: Understanding the mutuality of this place—making sure that we are both leading and being led by the men and women who walk through these doors. Additionally, my parents immigrated here from Mexico, hungry for a better life. They instilled in me the importance of treating everyone with dignity and respect, especially those individuals historically denied the right to belong.

Q: What keeps you motivated and inspired?
A: The homeboys and homegirls. I have seen men and women who come here with their head down, no eye contact, allergic to hugs. Over time, with consistent unconditional love, they begin to stand a little taller and embrace themselves and this community. Then they hold the door open for the next person. It's a miracle. Homeboy Industries is a miracle and a beacon of hope for everyone, including me.

Q: Where would you like to see Homeboy Industries in ten years?
A: I would like to see Homeboy Industries as a village of hope rather than a beacon of hope. I want us to offer transitional housing, child care, and employment, and still be a place where everyone knows your name.

Jessi Fernandez first came to Homeboy in 2012, but dropped out of the program. Since returning in 2016, he has gotten a driver’s license and enrolled at Pasadena City College. In 2017 he will travel to Oxford, England for a semester abroad.

Q: What's the difference between when you were here before, and now?
A: I saw Fr. Greg at a few funerals and he started saying to come back. I've matured. Back in 2012, I was here for the money. Now I'm here for the resources.

Q: How are you feeling about studying abroad?
A: It's something I always wanted to do but never thought I'd be able to. It was like something I'd seen in movies.

Q: How have you changed internally since coming to Homeboy Industries?
A: I have a different mindset now. Before I had no direction. Now I’m more goal oriented. Before I had too much time on my hands, and now I have a lot of things to do. I've worked in the bakery, the reception desk, maintenance, the café. They're all cool. I just do what has to be done.

Q: What would you say to someone like your younger self?
A: Progress is a process. It gets tough before it gets better. But what you do about it makes you who you are, and hard work pays off.

Q&A WITH JESSI FERNANDEZ

Trainee

Jessi Fernandez first came to Homeboy in 2012, but dropped out of the program. Since returning in 2016, he has gotten a driver’s license and enrolled at Pasadena City College. In 2017 he will travel to Oxford, England for a semester abroad.
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A: I saw Fr. Greg at a few funerals and he started saying to come back. I've matured. Back in 2012, I was here for the money. Now I'm here for the resources.

Q: How are you feeling about studying abroad?
A: It's something I always wanted to do but never thought I'd be able to. It was like something I'd seen in movies.

Q: How have you changed internally since coming to Homeboy Industries?
A: I have a different mindset now. Before I had no direction. Now I’m more goal oriented. Before I had too much time on my hands, and now I have a lot of things to do. I've worked in the bakery, the reception desk, maintenance, the café. They’re all cool. I just do what has to be done.

Q: What would you say to someone like your younger self?
A: Progress is a process. It gets tough before it gets better. But what you do about it makes you who you are, and hard work pays off.
Anyone who has perused our online merchandise store knows that Homeboy Silkscreen & Embroidery makes high-quality logo shirts and gear. But did you know you can also order customized apparel, pens, mugs, cups, umbrellas, aprons, water bottles, backpacks, and more for yourself, your team, your school, or your business? Visit homeboyindustries.org/silkscreen for more info.

At Homeboy Industries, we talk a lot about “breaking bread” together; sharing food creates kinship, fosters mutual understanding, even between rival gang members. In 1992, we launched Homeboy Bakery and began baking bread together as well. It’s not just any bread. Daily, we handmake preservative-free, artisan breads, rolls, pretzels, and batards. We also make the most delicious cakes you’ll find anywhere, from our holiday Kugelhopf to our delectable cupcakes.

Next time you want to say thank you, consider sending a basket of cookies (macaroons, almond horns, Mexican wedding cookies, and more). As we often say, giving back never tasted so good!

To place an order visit homeboyfoods.com.

Social enterprise has been at the heart of our work for almost 30 years, even before we had a title for what we were doing. Fr. Greg popularized the radical notion that even the most demonized individuals can thrive when given a second chance. He partnered with local businesses in the Boyle Heights neighborhood, encouraging them to hire homies. Today we operate nine social enterprises, including Homeboy Bakery, Homegirl Café & Catering, and Homeboy Silkscreen & Embroidery. We also make grab-and-go food items for several outlets throughout Los Angeles. Our businesses provide a vital training ground for clients, many of whom never held “real” jobs before. They also show employers what we have long known: that people can transcend their pasts and become valuable, empowered workers.

Homegirl Café is a Zagat-rated gathering place for L.A. locals, serving fresh fare with Mexican flare—from tacos to chile relleno grilled cheese sandwiches. The cafe is also a safe space for our female clients, especially. Many have experienced domestic violence and the challenges of single parenthood in addition to the usual obstacles created by gang involvement and incarceration.

At Homegirl Café, trainees work with strong female leaders who can say “I’ve been where you are, and I know you can do it.” Homegirl Catering is one of our fastest-growing social enterprises. Invite us to cater your next event, and bring a little piece of Homeboy Industries to you!

Visit homeboyindustries.org/catering.

“Any self-esteem went from zero to 100.”
ERIKA, TRAINEE

At Homeboy Industries, we talk a lot about “breaking bread” together; sharing food creates kinship, fosters mutual understanding, even between rival gang members. In 1992, we launched Homeboy Bakery and began baking bread together as well. It’s not just any bread. Daily, we handmake preservative-free, artisan breads, rolls, pretzels, and batards. We also make the most delicious cakes you’ll find anywhere, from our holiday Kugelhopf to our delectable cupcakes. Next time you want to say thank you, consider sending a basket of cookies (macaroons, almond horns, Mexican wedding cookies, and more). As we often say, giving back never tasted so good! To place an order visit homeboyfoods.com.

“Any self-esteem went from zero to 100.”
ERIKA, TRAINEE
The Homeboy Industries’ model works precisely because our free programs and services were developed in and by the community they serve. Accordingly, more than one third of our staff is comprised of former trainees who graduated and have been promoted from within. In 2014, the Global Homeboy Network (GHN) was formed in response to requests by organizations and communities wishing to learn from our model. The GHN’s goals are to disseminate best practices, increase our impact and scale by working collectively with organizations across the globe, and create a movement of exquisite mutuality. Over the years, we have welcomed hundreds of organizations to our headquarters for technical assistance and site visits while also sending subject matter experts into the community to locations such as: El Salvador, Mexico, Washington, Colorado, Virginia, Georgia, New York, Tennessee, and Washington, DC. Visit us at homeboyindustries.org/ghn for more info.

**FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS**

**OUR 2016 ANNUAL INCOME**

$16,646,000

Our revenue increased slightly over last year and was sufficient to offset our costs. The largest component was our social enterprises, led by Homeboy Bakery and Homegirl Catering. We are grateful for government support from the Department of Labor and the City of L.A.’s Gang Reduction Youth Development program (GRYD) and our generous private funders.

**Revenue Sources** (in thousands)

- Social Enterprises: $6,140
- Individuals: $4,209
- Foundations and Corporations: $2,335
- Events: $1,699
- Government: $2,263
- Partnerships: $6,434

**Global Grass Roots**

Homeboy Industries has become the model for grass roots organizations creating healthier families and communities by standing with men and women on the margins of society.

Global Grass Roots

- 60+ Cities
- 18+ Countries
- 183+ Service Providers
- 70+ Partner Organizations

Global Homeboy Network

- 20+ Trainee Commissions
- 185+ Countries
- 70+ Partner Organizations

Kinship, mutuality and celebration are integral parts of the Homeboy Industries’ model.

**Donations and volunteer support are integral in helping us directly impact lives every day.**

**How to Donate**

Homeboy Industries is a not-for-profit organization that relies on your support. For more information or to make a tax-deductible contribution, please contact us at: giving@homeboyindustries.org or to contribute online at homeboyindustries.org/donate.
THANK YOU

Homeboy Industries is grateful for the generosity of its dedicated supporters, who recognize there is no “Us and Them,” there is “Just Us.”

$200,000+
John and Geri Cusenza Family Foundation
Johnny Carson Foundation
The Hoag Foundation

$100,000-$199,999
The Boening Foundation
The Carl & Roberta Deutsch Foundation
Children’s Hospital LA Foundation
Dahil Administration
The Eli & Edythe Broad Foundation
Frau & Ray Stark Foundation
Billes and John Gogian
Marshall and Marguerite McComb Foundation
Eileen and Robert O’Leary
The Cog Foundation
Monica and Philip Rosenthal
The Culver Studios
Confidence Foundation
Carrie Estelle Doheny Foundation
The California Endowment
$50,000-$99,999
Oaktree Capital Management, L.P.
MS Grumbacher
Maureen and Stanley Family Foundation
Howard and Nancy Marks
Maureen and Stanley Family Foundation
MS Grumbacher
Oaktree Capital Management, L.P.
Red Hot Chili Peppers

$10,000-$24,999
Steven & Alexandra Cohen Foundation
Specialty Family Foundation
Matthew and Renee Rodriguez
Red Hot Chili Peppers

$50,000-$99,999
Catalina P Adams
The California Endowment
Carter Estep Family Foundation
Confidence Foundation
The Cog Foundation
Phillip Davis
The Flarry Foundation and Edith R. Knapp Foundation
The Herb Alpert Foundation
Martha and Bruce Karsh
Jim Kellner and Harley Hayes Kirkow
Michael & Irene Ross Endowment
Fund of the Jewish Community Foundation of Los Angeles
Dr. Mano and Theresie Molina
Ashley and Dan Palmer
REDI
Universal Studios Hollywood
Discover A Star Foundation
Thomas and Linda Vozzo
Chris Weitz and Mercedes Martinez

$25,000-$49,999
Accenture
The Amman Foundation
The Annie E. Casey Foundation
Barbara Ross Charitable Trust
Robert Barby
John Brady
Donald Braun
California Community Foundation
Mark and LizaMax Carroll
Casa Giving
CollageWood Foundation
DM Color Express
Mary Doh
Dome Wellington Foundation
Eastside Secured
Raymond E. Edney Foundation
The Fred and June MacMurtry Foundation
Jami Gertz and Tony Rezler
Kapern Permanent
Lilley and Bruce Karatz
Kennedy Wilson
Howard and Nancy Marks
Maureen and Stanley Family Foundation
MS Grumbacher
Oaktree Capital Management, L.P.
Hot Red Chili Peppers
Matthew and Reise Rodriguez
Michael and Patty Rosenfeld
Kevin and Brilla Sttihon
Caroline and Alan Smolinsky
Specially Family Foundation
Steven & Alexander Cohen Foundation
Spicy
UFCW Local 770 Icaza Foundation
Juliette & John, Holy O. Thomson Foundation
Selim Zilkha and Mary Hayley

$10,000-$24,999
ACORE Capital
Allan Martins Leck Gable & Mallory
Anthony Margulesas, Amahi Estates
Stephen Anderson
Supervisor Michael D. Antonovich
Debbie and Paul Baker
The Bank of America Charitable Foundation, Inc.
Bank of the West
The Fred & Cecile Bartman Foundation
Paul and Joy Boyle
Robert Balton
CBG Global Distribution Group
CIT
College of the Holy Cross
Tina Cruz
Jeff and Nancy Davis
Deutsche Bank
Diversified Worldwide Services Inc.
Edison International
Employees Community Fund of Boeing California
Felipa Espina
Bocis Homes
Jan and Brad Favine
Fifth Group
Mary Fisher and Douglas Wick
John Frank and Diann Kim
Michael Hackman
Harley Foundation
The Hassel Foundation
Mary and Mel Herbert
Hines Interests
Ann and John Hole
Adeean Honzay
David and Jacki Horwitz
Hudson Pacific Properties
Integral Communities
Interior Rengelal Specialist, Inc.
The J. Paul Getty Trust
Johnson Family Foundation
Marilyn and Tom Johnston
Jill Krishner
The Kriawahalr Health Foundation
Philips
Krukenberg
Law Family Foundation
Sheila and Ron Litzinger
TV(vm) Foundation
The Looker Foundation
Outlet Enterprises, Inc.
Christina and Tom Lynch
Kaithe Mathews
Michael and Smith Hennigan
Menard Family Foundation
Miller Family Charitable Trust
Warren and Meredith Min
Morgan Stanley
The Munger, Tolles & Olson Foundation
Northgate Gonzalez Markets

$100,000-$199,999
The Weber Living Trust
The Walt Disney Company
The Weber Living Trust
The William & Sue Gross Family Foundation

$200,000+
THANK YOU

I don’t think of just myself anymore.
- DAVID, TRAINEE

2016 DONORS

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

J. RICK CREEK
President and CEO, Molina Healthcare, Inc.

FR. ALLAN DICK, S.J.
Distinguished Scholar in Pastoral Theology and Latino Studies, Rector of the Jesuit Community, Loyola Marymount University

RENEE DEPHIN-RODRIGUEZ
General Counsel and Chief Compliance Officer, Walmart

JOE ARDOLIAC
Executive Chairman, SynerMap Corporation

SEAN ARIAN
Vice President, Sustainability, Innovation & Emerging Technology, Los Angeles Area Chamber of Commerce

FR. GREGORY BOYTE, S.J.
Founder, Homeboy Industries

JAMES BURR
President, Albright Advisors LLC

KATHY AND CHARLES TOPPINO
Kathy and Charles Toppino Foundation

J. MARIO MOLINA
MD, Chairman & CEO, Molina Healthcare, Inc.

ASHLEY PALMER
President, Palmer Philanthropic Foundations

VICTOR RZEZIELSKI
Partner, Vzstzrz, LLP

ROB SMITH III, President, Sierra Leasing Company

ALAN SMOLINSKY
President,ApiModelProperty, LLC

ELIZABETH STEPHENSON
Vice President, Strategy, POM Wonderful LLC

CARLOS VASQUEZ
Real Estate Professional, VCA Realty

CHRIS WEITZ
Writer and Director

EXECUTIVE STAFF

FR. GREGORY BOYTE, S.J.
Founder

THOMAS VOZZO, CEO
MOLINA HEALTHCARE

MARY ELLEN BURTON
Director of Program Services

FABIAN DEBORA
Director of Substance Abuse Services

JACK COPPEY, CFO

ED FLYNN
Chief Development Officer

JULIO RUANO
Director of Internal Affairs

SHIRLEY TORRES
Director of Entry Services

HECTOR VERDUGO
Associate Executive Director

INSIDE HOMEBOY

INSIDE HOMEBOY

SAVE THE CHILDREN US and
THE MUNGER, TOLLES & OLSON FOUNDATION

I think of just myself anymore.
- DAVID, TRAINEE
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Homeboy Industries provides hope, training, and support to formerly gang-involved and previously incarcerated men and women, allowing them to redirect their lives and become contributing members of our community.